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performance of 1870 to its melancholy close. It need hardly be said
now full of interest this intimate record of Nietzsche's life most be to
every student of his works. In particular much light appears to the
writer of the present notice to be thrown on some of the obscurer pages
of Zarathuttra Uy what we are told in this volume of the personal ex-
periences and sufferings of Zarathustra's creator. If a personal impres-
sion may be offered in lieu of an elaborate review, such as would hardly
be in keeping with the traditional limitations of reviews in MIND, I
would Hay that the reading of Fran Forster-Nietxsche's narative leaves
on my mind a sense of the close analogy between the character and life
of Nietzsche and those of Shelley. There is the same moral beauty
about both characters and the same tragic aloofness from the society of
their respective countries and ages. What the Reich sdeutsehe, as he
called them, were to Nietzsche, the English of the generation after
Waterloo were to Shelley. Both men were by nature lovers of the same
solitudes and the same eternities. If the two could have met, in spite
of all superficial differences in their phraseology, each would probably
have understood the other better than the world has understood either.
Both were manifestly life-long victims of tyrannical "nerves". And, I
may add, much that was most painful in the life of both seems to have
been duo to one cause, each thought himself a much better judge of
character than he really was. The story of Nietzsche's suffering as he
gradually discovered his illusions about Dr. Rfce and Frilulein Salome1

reads strangely like one of the many similar episodes in Shelley's career.
I am afraid, also, that, judging from the bitterness of tone which the
authoress displays in all that she has to say of other associates of
Nietzsche, the parallel may extend to a further point Shelley's memory
suffered for years from the fact that the friends who should have united
in winning respect for it were divided into coteries, each violently hostile
to the other. 1 hope it may not be so with Nietzsche ; there is so muoh
in him that demands admiration, whatever one may think of his theories
about life, that it is pitiful to see those who should be united by a
common regard for his memory making their accounts of their relations
with him into envenomed personal attacks on each other. Fran FOrster-
Nietzsche is not doing her brother any true service by adopting the
hierophantic procul, o proatl, estt pro/ani tone towards all who have
written of him in independence of the official inspiration of her Kittxsche-
Archir or rated him at a little less than the divine honours he claimed for
himself in Ecce Hovu>. If the world is to do justice to his genius, the
Nietzsche coterie must give up calling on it to recognise him as a god.
No man's reputation can stand this kind of thing, lenst of all that of a
man who was so all-zu-vuiuichlich in his weaknesses as the author of the
letters which give the present volume its chief interest.

The translator's work has been excellently done, the get-up of the
volume is attractive, and one or two of the illustrations call for special
praise.

A. E. T.

Moth in Philosophy mul the Incarnation. By the Rev. O. C. QUICK.
London : S.P.C.K., 1915. Pp. 96. 8d. net.

This little book (or super-tract) in extremely ĝ ood vnlue for the price set
upon it, though ite main appeal ia necessarily to the small section of
philosophers who are interested in theology and the still smaller section
of theologians who are interested in philosophy. As the reader* of Mr.
Quick's contributions to MIND will be prepared to find, he is willing to
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go to the root* of things and oan express his views in lucid, pointed and
often epigrammatic language. His argument run* thus. If Religion be
defined as the desire for God, and Theology as the expression of the ob-
jeotave troth which its validity implies, Religion beoomes Theology the
moment it makes assertions about ultimate reality and thereby en-
oounters Philosophy. Philosophy however is too technical, too full of
doubts and divisions, to lay down the dogmas which all men need, and
so metaphysioian and grocer alike must find in a catholio theology the
mirror ot his souL Furthermore, sinoe scienoe has shaken man's trust
in the adequacy of his faculties, " some theory of Divine revelation is
the only remedy for human scepticism. If the man-centred universe has
collapsed, a God-centred universe must rise upon its ruin, or man's whole
aspiration after universal truth must be pronounced a futility " (p. 31).
This revelation is given in the Iucamation whioh "sets before us the
conditions of the perfect union between God and Man " and " beoomes
the basis of true intellectual freedom " (p. 4b). No doubt the Creeds
formulate this revelation " in a dress whioh is confessedly out of date "
and was " never intended as a particular philosophio theory of the In-
carnation " (p. 63), but they should not be rewritten, because they
formulate an eternal truth in terms of a philosophy that was once
agreed upon by alL Nowadays however the philosophic world is
plunged in "helpless confusion . "There is no accepted medium of
exchange for opposed ideas," and the philosophers .merely abuse each
other (p. 78). Mr. Quick proceeds to show that neither idealistic ab-
solutism nor pragmatism nor the philosophies of M. Bergson and Mr.
Bertrand Russell* can satisfy the theologian. Finally he propounds, as
the only reconciliation possible, a doctrine of faith in revealed truth,
whioh apprehends the reality of a self-revealing God and, while trans-
cending reason, is not hostile to it.

Philosophers are probably not accustomed to such keen criticism from
the theological side, and yet Mr. Quiok is undeniably a competent critic
who knows his way about the philosophio chaos. His account of Prag-
matism, for example, is muoh more accurate and intelligent than the sort
of thing which usually does duty among philosophers under this title,
and his epigram that for absolutism all doubts are relative to some
certainty, whereas pragmatism declares that in fact all certainties are
relative to a doubt (p. 66), is both neat and profound. Nevertheless
Mr. Quick rejects the Pragmatist theology for reasons that are instruc-
tive, if not adequate. It cannot give him the absolute assurance he
craves of present contact with an eternal and immutable reality. ' It
turns the ' venture of faith' into a ' venture of doubt,' and does not
yield a "faith which feels itself secure because its foundations are out-
side itself deep in the rock-bottom of eternity " (p. 82). But is not Mr.
Quick demanding more than any theory can conceivably provide ? It is
easy enough of course to find theories that claim to reveal eternal reali-
ties and to give absolute ' aasuranoes' ; but ought these chums to pass
unchallenged ? Surely the mere magnitude, audacity or effrontery of a
claim is a reason, not for aooepting it, but for scrutinising it more closely
and testing it more perseveringly. It should lead us to demand not less,
but more, verification. It should lead us to ask whether "the faith
which feels itself seoure because its foundations are outside itself " aod
anchored to a ground it believes immutable, it as secure as it feels itself.
Pragmatic logio can admit no truth-claim and no feeling of assurance
that claims to be self-sufficing, and will not submit to fa«faTifl by its oon-
sequencm. Mr. Quick's belief that an exception can be made in favour
of a belief in a reality believed to be absolute, would seem to rest on a
misapprehension or confusion. For how can it, at a btlitf, claim exemp-
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tion from the fallibility, oorrigibility and mutability of human beliefs 1
How can the fact that it claims to have an eternal object redeem it from
human frailty? How can the supposed object guarantee ita eternal
truth ? Eren if the object really exists, it has to reveal itself to, and
through, the fallible mind of a subject, and so the liuman opinion about
it would inevitably become tainted with subjectivity. I am aware of
course that Mr. Quick's doctrine is of great antiquity: and can claim the
^authority of Plato and Aristotle, both of whom bejiered that there
existed necessary and intrinsically knowable objects which engendered
necessary truths; but no reasons are ever alleged in its favour, and it
is plainly incompatible with the existence of error* about these necessary
objects. So long then-as errors are possible in arithmetic and theology
it seems impossible to regard this belief as more than a prejudioe. Other

) m Mr. Quick s argument seem open to question, such as hispoints also m Mr. Quick s argument seem open to <
oonoeption of theology and dogma in relation to religion, and the ncep-
tioal inferences he extracts from sdenoe; but his thought is genuine
throughout and may be studied with advantage, not only by theologians,
but also by philosophers.

F. 0. 8.

An Introduction to Experimental Ptyckologyi in Relation to Education.
By 0. W. VAUHTIHB. London: W. B. Olive. Pp. vii, 194.

This is a useful little book which can be heartily recommended to Train-
ing College students, for whom it was primarily written. It aims at
showing how a teaoher may gain such a practioal acquaintance with the
methods of psychology as will enable him to «-r»mri»i critically the prin-
ciples on which his methods of teaching are based, and to take a genuine
scientific interest in the mental development of his pupils. It is divided
into two parts, the first of which describes the methods of performing
some twenty-seven experiments, while the second oontains a discussion
of the results of these experiments and of their application to school
children. The soope of the experiments is indicated by the headings
of the chapters: association of ideas, imagery, attention, economical
methods of learning, mental types, rote memory tests, the value of a
map, rational memory, the improvement of memory, the acquirement
of skill, mental fatigue, and teats of intelligence. All except one are
forms of experiments described in the larger text-books. The exoeption
is an experiment on the value of a map, the comments on which in the
second part of the book lead one to think that it has been introduced
merely to show that a map is valuable, and is therefore a pedagogical
rather than a psychological experiment.

Estimate of the merit of the selection will vary according to opinion
of the relative importance of the various topics of psychology for the
practical teacher. About half of the book is devoted to experiments
on memory, imagery, and the association of ideas, which probably re-
presents the importance attached to these topics by the average student
of education. The experiments have been planned so that they oan be
performed with no apparatus exoept such as can be qukkly prepared
with pen and paper.

The procedure is clearly described: indeed, perhaps too little is left
to the general intelligence of the reader: in one place (pp. 58-63) the
author puts himself to the unnecessary trouble of repeating two pages
of instruction* word for word, varying only the material for the ex-
periments.

The connexion between the two parts is in places not so dose as it
might be. While the second part gives a very clear and concise acoount
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